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ABSTRACT
The correlation dimension, that is the dimension obtained by computing the correlation func-
tion of pairs of points of a trajectory in phase space, is a numerical technique introduced in
the field of non-linear dynamics in order to compute the dimension of the manifold in which
an orbit moves, without the need of knowing the actual equations of motion that give rise
to the trajectory. This technique has been proposed in the past as a method to measure the
dimension of stellar orbits in astronomical potentials, that is the number of isolating integrals
of motion the orbits obey. Although the algorithm can in principle yield that number, some
care has to be taken in order to obtain good results. We studied the relevant parameters of
the technique, found their optimal values, and tested the validity of the method on a number
of potentials previously studied in the literature, using the Smaller Alignment Index (SALI),
Lyapunov exponents and spectral dynamics as gauges.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The characterization of the orbits supported by an astrophysical po-
tential is of interest in order to study self-consistent models of stellar
systems. Schwarzschild (1979, 1982), for example, pioneered the
construction of steady state distribution functions from a well cho-
sen set of regular orbits belonging to a given potential; other studies
followed on the same line (e.g. Cretton, Rix & de Zeeuw 2000).
Thus, it was established that regular orbits act as a dynamical skele-
ton of a stellar system. Moreover, among regular orbits, those that
are resonant and stable are of utmost importance, since they generate
entire families of orbits around them: they constitute the backbone
of the system. On the other hand, chaotic orbits, the existence of
which in realistic models of galaxies is nowadays beyond doubt
(Valluri & Merritt 1998; Voglis, Kalapotharakos & Stavropoulos
2002; Muzzio, Carpintero & Wachlin 2005), are important to the
dynamical evolution of stellar systems. In particular, the slow dif-
fusion of many chaotic orbits through their allowed phase space
may affect even the global characteristics of the system. As Muzzio
(2003) and Muzzio & Mosquera (2004) showed, the spatial dis-
tribution of fully chaotic orbits (i.e. those which obey only one
isolating integral of the motion) and partially chaotic orbits (those
which obey two integrals) are quite different. This points towards a
different dynamical role for each type of chaoticity, although what
kind of role is still unknown.
Thus, finding regular, resonant, non-resonant, partially and fully
chaotic orbits is fundamental in the study of the dynamics of a stellar
?E-mail: ddc@fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar
system. They all are defined by the number of isolating integrals of
motion that they obey. For an N-dimensional potential, regular orbits
have N or more isolating integrals, whereas chaotic orbits obey less
than N isolating integrals.1 Among regular orbits, those that are not
resonant obey exactly N isolating integrals, whereas those resonant
have one more isolating integral for each additional resonance. On
the other hand, among chaotic orbits, fully and partially chaotic
orbits are also distinguished by the number of isolating integrals
they have, as said above. Thus, a method allowing to determine the
number of isolating integrals an orbit obey is a fundamental tool in
studying the dynamics of a stellar system.
One of the main consequences of obeying isolating integrals of
motion is the dimension of the manifold on which the orbit moves.
Since an isolating integral is, by definition, a non-degenerate,2 time
1 A regular orbit, by definition, has N or more isolating integrals of motion.
However, a chaotic orbit is defined through its sensitivity to the initial con-
ditions in phase space: if the initial conditions of the orbit are infinitesimally
displaced, then the distance between the original orbit and the new orbit
grows exponentially with time. These definitions do not complement each
other. Whereas it can be proved that a regular orbit is not chaotic and a
chaotic orbit is not regular (e.g. Jackson 1991, Section 8.3), it has not been
proved that every irregular (i.e. not regular) orbit is chaotic, or, in other
words, that every orbit obeying less than N isolating integrals has sensitivity
to the initial conditions. Nevertheless, to avoid confusion, we will follow
here the widespread convention of considering irregular orbits and chaotic
orbits as the same set.
2 A non-degenerate function takes, at most, a finite or infinite countable
number of values for each set of values of its independent variables.
This is the condition distinguishing isolating and non-isolating integrals of
motion.
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independent function of the phase space coordinates the value of
which is constant along the orbit, it reduces in one the dimension of
the manifold in which the orbit moves (Binney & Tremaine 2008,
Section 3). Thus, if Nps is the dimension of the phase space, an orbit
obeying Ni isolating integrals moves in a manifold of dimension
Nps − N i. One can then ascertain the number of integrals that an
orbit obeys by computing the dimension of the space in which it
moves. To be brief, we will refer hereafter to ‘isolating integrals’ as
simply ‘integrals’ and to ‘the dimension of the manifold on which
an orbit moves’ as ‘the dimension of an orbit’.
The traditional methods to compute the dimension of an orbit or
the number of its integrals are: (i) surfaces of section (e.g. He´non
& Heiles 1964; Contopoulos 1983). As is well known, this method
needs a qualitative judgment on a plot, and cannot distinguish be-
tween orbits moving in 3 or more dimensions. (ii) Lyapunov expo-
nents (e.g. Bennetin et al. 1980). This method is the standard tool to
separate regular from chaotic orbits; it is quite reliable, and can in
principle recognize the dimension of chaotic orbits. On the negative
side, since one needs both to integrate a set of variational equations
and to integrate along large intervals in order to approximate t →∞,
it is quite expensive in terms of computing time, and, furthermore, it
cannot recognize the dimension of regular orbits. (iii) Spectral dy-
namics (e.g. Binney & Spergel 1982; Carpintero & Aguilar 1998).
Taking into account that a regular orbit on an N-dimensional poten-
tial moves on a manifold diffeomorphic to a N-dimensional torus
(Arnold 1989), the natural frequencies of revolution around the N
independent circles of the torus must be reflected in the Fourier spec-
tra of the orbit. This allows to find whether there are resonances,
and thus the dimension of the orbit can be established. Unfortu-
nately, the method is not suitable for analysing rotating potentials,
requires a fine tuning of a set of numerical parameters for each
different potential, and cannot find the dimension of chaotic orbits.
The frequency map method (Laskar 1990) is based on the same
idea. (iv) the Smaller Alignment Index or SALI (e.g. Skokos et al.
2004), and its generalization, the Generalized Alignment Index or
GALI (e.g. Skokos, Bountis & Antonopoulos 2007). Both methods
are based in a geometrical property of phase space vectors joining
close initial conditions, namely that they align themselves or not
depending on the geometrical properties of the local dynamics of
the system, allowing a fast and accurate determination of whether
an orbit is regular or chaotic. The GALI, in particular, although
cannot retrieve the dimension of a chaotic orbit, do allow to discern
the dimension of the torus of regular orbits, making it an excellent
gauge to our results.
Grassberger & Procaccia (1983) have proposed a method to find
the dimension of (the attractor of) an orbit in an arbitrary dynamical
system, the equations of motion of which are unknown, based on
the computation of the correlation integral of the time series of
an arbitrary observable. In this context, several improvements have
been made to the method (e.g. Dvorˇa´k & Klaschka 1990; Ding
et al. 1993), and many caveats and spurious estimations have been
found (e.g. Kantz & Schreiber 1997). Also, some implementations
have been made in the astronomical field (e.g. Heina¨ma¨ki et al.
1998). The application of the method to find the dimension of an
orbit integrated in an astronomical potential, that is knowing the
equations of motion and being able to sample the actual trajectory
of the system at arbitrary points, was first proposed by Carnevali
& Santangelo (1984) and more recently by Barnes (2001). The
rationale is as follows. Suppose that a given orbit obeys Nps − 1
integrals, that is it is closed and therefore unidimensional. Given a
small hypersphere (in phase space) of radius r around a point P of
this orbit, the number of other points of the orbit included into the
sphere will grow linearly as r grows. If the orbit obeyed Nps − 2
integrals, moving in a bidimensional surface, the number of points
would grow as r2 as r grows. From this point on, it is clear that if
the orbit is moving on a D-dimensional space, the number of points
would grow as r D as r grows. This simple mechanism, in principle,
allows to easily compute the dimension of the orbit and therefore
the number of integrals of motion it obeys.
2 TH E M E T H O D A N D I T S D R AW BAC K S
Carnevali & Santangelo (1984) and Barnes (2001) have developed
a simple algorithm in order to compute the dimension D of an orbit
following the foregoing idea. Given a set of phase space points of the
orbit, first compute the distances between pairs of them. Secondly,
compute the cumulative distribution function of those distances.
This is nothing but the correlation integral C(r) of the points of the
orbit, that is a histogram of the number of pairs of points separated
by a given distance or less. This function must be precisely equal
to rD , that is the number of pairs closer than a given distance must
grow as r D . Therefore, from a log–log plot of C(r), a straight line
can be fitted, its slope giving the desired exponent D which is the
dimension sought. A few caveats are in order: (i) the exponent D is
theoretically obtained only in the limit r → 0; thus, the slope must
be computed avoiding large values of r, (ii) unfortunately, since the
volume of phase space is proportional to rNps , there will be always
few points in the region r ' 0, so this region of C(r) will be noisy
in general, and therefore must be also avoided in computing D and
(iii) in order to avoid autocorrelations, the points of the orbit should
not be too close in time; otherwise, C(r) will tend to yield D = 1
at short distances (see Section 3.3). Therefore, in order to build up
the histogram, the distances should be computed only between a
random subsample of the integrated points. Of course, the number
of points Np of the orbit must be sufficient so as to get a reasonable
good computation of C(r).
As described, the method is very simple indeed. Carnevali &
Santangelo (1984) and Barnes (2001) give several examples of its
application to orbits supported by different astronomical potentials,
and the results seem encouraging. However, in order to compete
against other methods, the algorithm must be capable of classify
orbits blindly; otherwise, it would be not better than inspecting
surfaces of section. To see whether it is the case, we choose a
Sta¨ckel potential, for it has all its orbits regular (i.e. they all must
have D = 3, with the possible exception of a few orbits with D = 2),
and therefore we know the correct outcome beforehand, allowing
us to assess immediately how good is the method, at least in this
particular case. Thus, we integrated 5487 orbits in the potential
generated by the perfect ellipsoid density distribution:
ρ(r) = ρ0(1 + m2)2 , (1)
where
m2 = x
2
a2
+ y
2
b2
+ z
2
c2
, (2)
and ρ0, a ≤ b ≤ c < 0 are constants (de Zeeuw 1985). We used
a = −1, b = −0.390 625, c = −0.25, and π2ρ0abc = 1. The orbits
were integrated along 500 periods with a time step of 1/200 of
the respective orbital period, so as to get 100 000 points for each
orbit. The dimensions D were computed using the distances of a
random sample of 10 000 of those points. The result is shown in
Fig. 1, where it can be seen a wide dispersion of values instead of
the unique expected value D = 3. In order to verify whether the
number of points Np was inadequate (Barnes 2001, Section 4), we
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Figure 1. Number of orbits N with dimension D, for 5 487 orbits integrated
in a Sta¨ckel potential, using 104 points out of the 105 points of the orbit to
compute the correlation integral.
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1, but only for those orbits that had D ≤ 2.5 in the
original classification, and here using 105 points out of the 106 points of the
orbit to compute the correlation integral.
took the 520 orbits that lie to the left of D = 2.5, and integrated
them along 5000 periods, effectively increasing both the number of
orbital points and the number of sample points by ten. The result
is showed in Fig. 2, where it can be seen again that the orbits do
not pile up around D = 3. This result, besides showing that a naı¨ve
implementation of the method does not yield good results, highlights
another point: a non-integer value of D does not necessarily denote a
fractal dimension (Carnevali & Santangelo 1984), but may indicate
a poor computation of the true dimension.
3 NUMER ICAL IMPLEMENTATION
It is clear that a careful numerical implementation of the method
is essential to get acceptable results. We have identified several
parameters that affect the outcome. To illustrate the analysis, we will
use, in the following, two orbits integrated in the Sta¨ckel potential
generated by the perfect ellipsoid density distribution [equation (1)].
Table 1 shows the respective initial conditions. The first orbit is a
box orbit; the second one is a z–tube orbit; both orbits move in a
manifold of dimension D = 3. Also, in all cases the function C(r)
has been normalized to its maximum value, that is, C(r) = 1 at large
distances.
Table 1. Initial conditions of the example orbits.
Box z–tube
x 1.163 562 178 611 755 0.508 739 709 854 1260
y −0.829 976 677 894 5923 −1.472 079 634 666 443
z 0.064 991 481 602 191 93 0.840 619 444 847 1069
vx 0.230 463 922 023 7732 0.468 448 609 113 6932
vy 0.168 885 484 337 8067 0.014 247 026 294 469 83
vz −0.042 894 113 808 870 32 −0.192 771 539 092 0639
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Figure 3. Correlation integral C(r) of the box orbit. The straight lines have
slopes 3.10 and 2.24, respectively.
3.1 The window
In order to automate the procedure, the portion of C(r) to be used to
fit the straight line – the window – must not be chosen by eye. We
solve the problem by using a mobile window, that is, by computing
the slope of C(r) several times, each one using only the points
defined by a window of fixed length placed in a different location of
the function C(r). In order not to miss any good fitting, the window
is placed starting at every computed point of C(r). Also, due to the
uncertainty of the slopes computed with too few points, the length
of the window has to have a minimum; a window spanning at least a
decade in r should suffice (Grassberger & Procaccia 1983). Once the
slopes have been computed for each position of the window (using
least squares fitting), we choose as the desired slope that with the
minimum error. Here, we define ‘error’ as the value of χ 2 yielded
by the least squares fitting (Press et al. 1994). But, as Fig. 3 shows,
there is still a problem to solve: the correlation integral typically
admits two possible slopes, D = 3.10 and 2.24 for the case of the
box orbit of the figure.
Fig. 4 shows the error of the fitting as the window was displaced
along the function C(r), and the value of the corresponding slope.
As can be seen, the error has two minima, corresponding to the
two slopes seen by eye. Which minimum should be chosen? To
answer this, it has to be taken into account that the correlation
integral gives the dimension of the orbit only at small distances,
and, moreover, that at larger values of r, the cumulative function
C(r) saturates at two points: (i) when all the distances have been
incorporated into the histogram [C(r) = 1] and (ii) well before
that, when the distances are comparable to the typical diameter of
the volume of phase space occupied by the orbit, because there
is a lack of points at distances so large. Therefore, it seems safe
to claim that the slope with the minimum corresponding to small
distances is the correct one. We accomplish this by simply picking
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Figure 4. Upper panel: dimension D obtained from least squares fittings
to the function C(r) illustrated in Fig. 3. The abscissae of each point cor-
responds to the starting point of a decade-long window used to obtain the
corresponding value of D. Lower panel: the error χ2 for each value of D.
Two minima can be clearly seen; the left one is always chosen to compute
D, whenever the neighbouring points reach enough height.
up the value of the slope corresponding to the first minimum found
when the window is displaced from small values of r towards larger
values. In the example, the correct slope D = 3.1 is thus chosen.
Nevertheless, there are cases in which the first minimum does not
yield the real dimension of the orbit. These include shallow minima
indicating a region of low curvature in C(r), giving smaller errors
than the surrounding regions, but not being representative of the
dimension of the orbit. To avoid choosing these minima, a mini-
mum is taken only if the surrounding values of χ 2 reach at least
three times the own value of the minimum. Still, in other cases,
the first minimum does not correspond to the true value of D be-
cause it is a circumstantial good fitting. Fig. 5 shows one of these
cases. In fact, in this example, a longer integration yields D = 2,
once the orbit begins to cover densely its two-dimensional mani-
fold. Although the above-mentioned shallow minimum argument is
applicable in many of these cases, there are examples in which it is
not. Fig. 6 shows that the first minimum in χ 2 corresponding to the
orbit of Fig. 5 is very deep, so the dimension to which it corresponds
(D = 1.15) will be taken as correct. Since the regions of these first
minima often span less than one decade in r, one could shorten the
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Figure 5. Correlation integral C(r) of an orbit integrated in a Plummer
potential 8 = −C/√r2 + a2 with C = 1 and a = 0.294 5243. The orbit is
a rosette (D = 2), but the generating ellipse rotates at a very low angular
velocity, and the orbit is seen with D = 1 at short distances. The straight
lines have slopes 1.15 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 6. As Fig. 4, but for the orbit of Fig. 5. The first minimum of χ2 is
not shallow.
length of the window in order to rise the errors and turn the minima
into shallow ones; however, as said before, the shortest acceptable
window must span at least one decade in order to achieve good
results in the general case. Therefore, orbits that behave like the one
described will be misclassified unless they are integrated during
longer periods.
As an additional safeguard, the values of C(r) at very small dis-
tances are not included in any window, thus avoiding the noisy re-
gion, which may introduce spurious ‘good’ values of D by chance.
Since the information about D is contained at small values of r,
this cut should be chosen wisely; it should not embrace any valu-
able region of C(r). We have found that cutting the region C0(r) <
100 from the analysis, where C0(r) is the unnormalized correlation
integral, effectively avoids the noisy region without affecting the
results.
3.2 The number of points to compute distances
The main parameter is, undoubtedly, the number of points Np taken
from the orbit in order to compute distances among them and thus
build up the correlation integral C(r). Let Norb the number of in-
tegrated points of the orbit, and let f the fraction of those points
used to compute C(r), that is Np = fN orb. Fig. 7 shows the result of
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Figure 7. Top: Slopes of the different portions one decade long of the corre-
lation integral of the z–tube orbit when computed with f = 0.02 (dotted line),
f = 0.05 (long-dashed line), f = 0.1 (solid line) and f = 0.2 (short-dashed
line, almost superimposed over the solid line). Bottom: errors associated
with them.
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Figure 8. Correlation integral of the z–tube orbit at small distances, com-
puted using different number of points Np. A straight line of slope 3
has been added for reference. Dotted line: Np = 5 × 103, short-dashed
line: Np = 104, long-dashed line: Np = 2 × 104, solid line: Np =
3 × 104.
applying several values of f to the z–tube orbit, using Norb = 300 000.
As can be seen, unless f < 0.05, –in which case the autocorrelation
of the points of the orbit begins to play a role– the result is robust
enough. Taking into account that the larger is f the more numerically
expensive is the computation of C(r), we chose the value f = 0.1.
Once f is fixed, there remains the choice of Np –which in turn
determines Norb through f. Fig. 8 shows, for the z–tube orbit, the
correlation integral at small distances when Np is varied from 5 ×
103 to 3 × 104. We can see that this regime of small distances,
being the most important, is quite affected by Np. Only when Np '
2 × 104 the slope is close to three. Further increases of Np did not
improve significantly the result in this example. Fig. 9 shows the
respective slopes and errors computed for this case.
In repeating this kind of experiment with other three-dimensional
potentials in which chaotic orbits are allowed (the triaxial general-
ization of the Dehnen potential (Merritt & Fridman 1999) and the
numerical potential described below), we found that greater val-
ues of Np were required, due to the fact that the number of points
needed to cover a 4D or 5D manifold is quite large. We have found
that Np = 5 × 104 is enough to cope with D = 5 orbits (i.e. 5 ×
105 orbital points); larger values did not, in general, improve the re-
sults. Two-dimensional potentials, on the other hand, required fewer
points; Np = 3 × 104 suffice even for chaotic orbits. Therefore, we
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Figure 9. Slopes of the different portions one decade long of the curves in
Fig. 8, and errors associated with them. Lines as in Fig. 8.
adopted Np = 5 × 104 for three-dimensional potentials and Np =
3 × 104 for two-dimensional potentials.
3.3 The time step
The integration of the orbit is an essential first step in computing its
dimension. Besides the abovementioned total number of points of
the orbit, the time step 1t with which the coordinates are advanced
is another important parameter in order to compute a correct value
of D. First, if 1t were too small, it would make the points to be
too close to one another; this in turn would make them to be biased
towards dimension one, because there are too many points aligned
along a curve; furthermore, this alignment will recur each time
the orbit enters the hypersphere. This can be avoided by simply
discarding neighbouring points, but this renders the small time step
useless. Better off is to take a larger time step. On the other hand,
1t should not be too large: besides the longer times of integration
needed to get the desired number of points of the orbit, it may
yield an insufficient number of close points in order to render a
meaningful correlation integral at short distances. Thus, 1t must be
judiciously chosen. It is clear that a fixed value is useless because
each orbit has its own orbital period and visits the phase space at its
own rate; a time step good enough to achieve a fair sample of points
of a given orbit into every hypersphere, may be bad for another
orbit. Therefore, it is better to fix the time step as, for example, a
given fraction of the orbital period Tp. This was implemented by
the following procedure. First, we locate the coordinate origin at
the barycentre of the density distribution. Then, we integrate the
orbit with an (initially small) arbitrary time step and by counting
coordinate planes crossings, estimate its period. The integration is
then started again, now taking as a time step a given fraction of
this estimated period. This algorithm works fine for regular orbits,
which have a definite period. Chaotic orbits, on the other hand, lack
in general a definite dynamical period. Nevertheless, since the aim
is to get orbital points not too close and not to far to one another,
the abovementioned procedure still works even in the case of a not
well-defined period, as long as the time step is chosen based on an
enough number of plane crossings so that a mean time of return to
the same octant can be computed.
Fig. 10 shows several curves C(r) corresponding to the z–tube
orbit computed using different time steps. There are also two straight
lines with slopes m = 1 and 3 for reference. As expected, a very
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Figure 10. Correlation integral computed using different time steps. Two
straight lines of slopes 1 and 3 have been added for reference. Solid line:
1t = 0.0003Tp; long-dashed line: 1t = 0.003Tp; short-dashed line: 1t =
0.03Tp; dotted line: 1t = 0.3Tp.
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Figure 11. Correlation integral of the z–tube orbit, computed using different
values of ε. A straight line of slope 3 has been added for reference. Dotted
line: ε = 8 × 10−3, short-dashed line: ε = 8 × 10−4, long-dashed line: ε =
8 × 10−5, solid line: ε = 8 × 10−6.
small 1t makes the slope to give D = 1 at short distances. The
correct value of D is obtained just when 1t ' 0.3Tp, that is a
considerable fraction of the orbital period. Larger time steps do
not appreciably improve the result, and, moreover, the integration
becomes very difficult to carry out. We have found in practice that
1t = 0.3Tp is a good choice.
Ideally, the time step should be further scaled proportionally to the
diameter of the volume of phase space visited by the orbit, to assure
a well distributed sea of points and therefore a well-defined C(r) at
all distances. This was also tried, but no appreciably improvements
were observed by taking into account this correction.
3.4 The precision of the integration
The precision with which the integration of the orbit is performed
has also an influence in the outcome. Let ε ≡ |Ef − E0|/|E0| the
relative energy error in integrating the orbit, where E0 and Ef are the
energies per unit mass of the orbit at the start and at the end of the int-
egration, respectively. Fig. 11 shows how this parameter shifts the
curve C(r) of the z–tube orbit at small values of r. In general, we
have found that, whereas ε ≈ 10−5 or better, the function C(r)
maintains a correct slope. Overall, the needed precision seems not
to be too demanding; a limit value of ε = 10−5 has been adopted.
3.5 The normalization of the phase space
The normalization δ of the distance in the phase space is the fac-
tor that should be introduced in computing a Cartesian distance d
between two phase space points, due to the different nature of the
positions and the velocities:
d =
q
x2 + y2 + z2 + δ2 ¡v2x + v2y + v2z¢. (3)
Since we are dealing with a correlation of distances in phase space,
this factor could be very important. We have tried several possible
functional forms of δ. Fig. 12 shows the result of applying to the
z–tube orbit the normalization
δ =
s
σ 2x
σ 2v
, (4)
where σx and σ v are the dispersions in position and velocity of the
points of the orbit, respectively. This value is used in an attempt
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Figure 12. Top panel: Slopes of the different portions one decade long of
the correlation integral of the z–tube orbit when computed with δ = σx/σ v
(long-dashed curve), δ = 1 (solid curve), and δ = σv/σx (short-dashed
curve). Bottom panel: errors associated with them.
to mitigate any differences between the numerical values of both
positions and velocities. It is also shown in the figure the outcome
when using the reciprocal of the abovementioned value of δ, in
order to try to emphasize any underlying effect produced by the
different nature of positions and velocities, and also it is shown the
result when no normalization (δ = 1) is used at all. Although it
is clear that the normalization indeed affects the results, the best
result, surprisingly enough, is obtained without any normalization
at all. We have found that this is, in general, the case: almost always
the lack of normalization yields the best slopes.
We reproduced the experiment shown in Fig. 2, but using the
numerical values found along this section. Fig. 13 shows the result.
As can be seen, almost all orbits now pile up around D = 3. A few
orbits, however, are still far from D = 3. Some of them can be made
D = 3 orbits by increasing Np; some others by increasing 1t. This
shows a fundamental limitation of the method: as in the case of the
computation of Lyapunov exponents, there are orbits that demand
very long integration times in order to be correctly classified.
Having established acceptable values of the main parameters in
the case of an integrable three-dimensional potential, there remains
the issue of verifying that those values are indeed good enough
when applied to other cases: two-dimensional potentials, non-
integrable potentials or both. We therefore computed the dimensions
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 2, but using the numerical values of the parameters
analysed in the text.
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Table 2. Comparison of different values of the parameters of the correlation
integral method, using orbits integrated in the He´non–Heiles potential, and
the SALI as a gauge. In each row, the value of the corresponding parameter
is shifted, while maintaining the value of the other two at their preferred
(middle) values.
Parameter Percentages of coincidence
Np = 104, 3 × 104, 5 × 104 92.0 97.1 97.8
1t = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 91.8 97.1 97.9
ε = 10−4, 10−5, 10−6 97.0 97.1 97.3
of a set of orbits integrated in the two-dimensional, non-integrable
He´non–Heiles potential (He´non & Heiles 1964)
8H = 12
µ
x2 + y2 + 2x2y − 2
3
y3
¶
(5)
at an energy E = 0.125, varying the foregoing parameters, using
the results obtained with the SALI indicator (Skokos et al. 2004)
as a gauge. In the last case, we integrated the orbits until t =
1000 units, and considered an orbit as regular whenever SALI >
10−2 and chaotic otherwise. Table 2 shows the percentages of coin-
cidence between both techniques. It is clear that the chosen values
of the parameters of the correlation integral (middle values) suffice
to obtain good results; the improvements achieved by shifting the
values of the parameters towards better outputs are negligible and
at an expensive cost in numerical work. Instead, shifting the param-
eters to the other end do have influence in the output. We conclude
that the proposed values of the parameters used in obtaining the
correlation integral are good enough also in cases of potentials that
include chaotic regions.
4 EX P ERIMEN TS AND RESULTS
We have applied the method to several two- and 3-dimensional
potentials previously studied in the literature. Starting from two
dimensional, Fig. 14 shows the (x = 0, y, vx > 0, vy) surface of
section of the He´non–Heiles potential [equation (5)] at an energy
E = 0.125, computed both by means of the correlation integral
(left-hand side) and by the SALI (right-hand side). In the first case,
regular orbits with D = 1 and 2 are shown with different symbols. In
the last case, we have integrated the orbits until t = 5000 units and
we have taken again the value SALI = 10−2 as the boundary between
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Figure 14. Surface of section of the He´non–Heiles potential at E = 0.125, computed using the correlation integral (left-hand side) and the SALI (right-hand
side). Each symbol represents the initial point of an orbit that was integrated and classified separately.
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Figure 15. Comparison between the values obtained with the correlation
integral and the SALI, for the sample of orbits of Fig. 14.
regular and chaotic regimes. Each symbol in the figure indicates the
computed dimension of an orbit, the initial conditions of which
are the position (y, Vy) of the symbol in the plane, x = 0, and the
positive value of Vx needed to yield E = 0.125. The classification
of the orbits as regular or chaotic is essentially the same in both
methods, except for a few orbits. Fig. 15 shows the actual values of
D and SALI obtained for the complete set of analysed orbits; values
of SALI = 0 were arbitrarily distributed around log10SALI = −17
in order to visualize them in the logarithmic scale. It can be seen
that, although most orbits are clearly separated by both methods,
there is a set of them that received opposite classifications. We
found that the number of orbits that are in this condition depends
on the chosen parameters of both methods: mainly Np and 1t for
the correlation integral, and the boundary value of SALI plus the
final time of integration in the case of the SALI algorithm. Regular
orbits, on the other hand, have a suspicious distribution according
to the correlation integral; it is not probable at all that closed orbits
are clustered in that manner. Fig. 16 shows a typical orbit inside
one of the D = 1 islands of Fig. 14 obtained with the correlation
integral. It is clear that this method is not able to distinguish between
this kind of slim two-dimensional orbit and a real one-dimensional
orbit. It is worth noticing that the few regular orbits detected inside
the three-dimensional sea by the SALI are classified as D = 1 by
the correlation integral. Fig. 17 shows one of them; as before, it
is a very narrow orbit seen as one dimensional by the correlation
integral.
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Figure 16. Orbit integrated in the He´non–Heiles potential with initial con-
ditions x = 0, y = 0.304, vy = 0.05 and vx so that E = 0.125.
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Figure 17. Orbit integrated in the He´non–Heiles potential with initial con-
ditions x = 0, y = −0.02, vy = 0.12 and vx so that E = 0.125.
We also have classified orbits in the two-dimensional logarithmic
potential
8L = v
2
0
2
ln
µ
R2c + x2 +
y2
q2
¶
, (6)
where v0, Rc and q are constants. Fig. 18 shows the (x = 0, y,
vx > 0, vy) surface of section of the logarithmic potential with
v0 = 1, Rc = 0 and q = 0.7, at an energy E = 0 (a value that in an
Rc = 0, scale free potential, is arbitrary). This can be compared
with fig. 1 of Miralda Escude´ & Schwarzschild (1989) and fig. 16
of Carpintero & Aguilar (1998), where the orbits were classified
using spectral dynamics. There is an interesting result here: the
regions corresponding to chaotic orbits are filled with orbits that,
according to the results of the correlation integral, move on a man-
ifold of dimension D = 2.4 or, equivalently, they obey 1.6 integrals
of motion! This of course cannot be true. We isolated one of these
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Figure 18. Same as Fig. 14, but for the logarithmic potential at E = 0.
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Figure 19. Two different time intervals of the same orbit integrated in the
logarithmic potential. The upper panel, between t = 2 598 and t = 6 785,
shows that the orbit is completely regular in this interval. The lower panel,
between t = 40 421 and t = 46 195, shows the orbit transiting between three
regular regimes.
orbits, and studied it in detail, in order to find out the origin of
this behaviour. Fig. 19 shows two portions of this orbit, selected at
different time intervals. The upper panel shows an ordinary regu-
lar orbit, whereas the lower panel shows that the orbit is transiting
between different regular regimes. The corresponding correlation
integrals are shown in Fig. 20. The orbit is effectively a regular
orbit during the first stage (D = 2), but its correlation integral takes
a slope D = 2.6 during the second interval. These regimes were the
only two found along any investigated portion of the orbit. The in-
tervals in which the slope takes the value D = 2.6 are those in which
the orbit is merely transiting between different regular regimes. The
histograms of the correlation integral of the regular parts plus those
of the transiting parts add up to yield the final D = 2.4 figure. That
is, the orbit never moves in a three-dimensional manifold, nor it
moves permanently in a two-dimensional manifold. Fig. 21 shows,
for this orbit, the evolution of its positive Lyapunovs exponents and
of the SALI. Here and in the rest of this work, Lyapunov exponents
were computed using a Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization of four
displacement vectors every time step, renormalizing at the same
time the vectors, following the recipe of Bennetin et al. (1980). In
order to determine the threshold value between regular and chaotic
regimes, we followed the recipe of Carpintero et al. (2003). Both
Lyapunov exponents and SALI find this orbit chaotic, illustrating
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Figure 20. Correlation integrals of the portions of orbit shown in Fig. 19.
Solid line: first interval; dashed line: second interval. A straight line of slope
2 is plotted for reference.
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Figure 21. Positive Lyapunov exponents and the SALI of the orbit shown
in Fig. 19. The first episode of irregularity occurs near t = 750, which is the
transition detected by both methods.
the fact that it is not moving at all times in a fixed two-dimensional
manifold. This last statement is corroborated in fig. 16 of Carpin-
tero & Aguilar (1998), in which all these orbits with slopes D '
2.4 in their correlation integrals were classified as irregular by the
spectral dynamics. Moreover, as shown in Figs 22 and 23, all these
orbits are classified as chaotic according to their Lyapunov expo-
nents or SALI values, that is they all show sensitivity to the initial
conditions. Therefore, we have here a numerical proof that, in a
two-dimensional potential, a chaotic orbit (defined as having sensi-
tivity to the initial conditions) or a two-dimensional irregular orbit
(defined as not being regular) is not necessarily an orbit that moves
in a manifold of dimension three.
We also classified orbits in the Binney potential (Binney 1982)
8B = v
2
0
2
ln
·
R2c + x2 +
y2
q2
− (x
2 + y2)1/2(x2 − y2)
Re
¸
, (7)
where v0, q, Rc and Re are constants. Fig. 24 shows the (x, y = 0,
vx , vy > 0) surface of section of this potential, with v0 = 1, q =
0.9, Rc = 0.14 and Re = 3, at an energy E = −0.4641. This figure
may be compared with figs 3.41 and 3.42 of Binney & Tremaine
(2008), where several orbits puncturing this surface of section
are showed; the chaotic sea and the regular regions and islands are
well reproduced. The two regions of D = 1 orbits are composed,
again, of orbits near closeness, which the correlation integral sees
as unidimensional.
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Figure 22. Same as Fig. 18, but computing the chaoticity with Lyapunov
exponents. All the orbits were integrated until t = 10 000.
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Figure 23. Same as Fig. 18, but computing the chaoticity with the SALI. The
threshold value was chosen at SALI = 10−2. All the orbits were integrated
until t = 5 000.
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Figure 24. Orbital content of the Binney potential with v0 = 1, q = 0.9,
Rc = 0.14 and Re = 3, at an energy E = −0.4641.
We have also classified a set of 3472 orbits previously analysed by
Muzzio et al. (2005), integrated in an analytical potential obtained
from a cold collapse of 100 000 particles (see Muzzio et al. (2005)
for details). They classified the orbits by computing their Lyapunov
exponents, and the resulting regular ones were further classified by
means of the spectral dynamics. The dimension obtained with the
correlation integral was rounded to the nearest integer in order to
compare both methods. Table 3 shows the results.
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Table 3. Comparison between the dimension of the manifold obtained using
Lyapunov exponents plus spectral dynamics (rows) and using the correlation
integral (columns), for 3472 orbits integrated in the potential described in
Muzzio et al. (2005).
D 1 2 3 4 5
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 10 78 2 1
3 0 137 1406 6 4
4 0 11 235 38 29
5 0 8 236 214 1057
Inspecting the table, it is quite clear that the results are not the
same in both classifications. In order to quantify this, we performed
a crosstabulation analysis (Press et al. 1994), using Table 3 as a con-
tingency table. Using Sakoda’s adjusted Contingency Coefficient V
as an indicator of the strength of association between the results of
both methods, the value obtained was V = 0.48, an intermediate
value of correlation. To measure the significance of this figure, we
performed a χ 2 test, resulting in the probability of obtaining by
chance our value of χ 2 = 2392.4 with 9 degrees of freedom (note
the null row and the null column) being less than 10−6, that is the
value of the correlation V = 0.48 is indeed statistically significant,
and therefore the classifications indeed differ one another. Other
indicators of association gave similar results.
We analysed in detail a randomly chosen orbit that had different
dimensions according to both methods. Fig. 25 shows the chosen
orbit in configuration space. According to the correlation integral,
this orbit moves in a manifold of dimension D = 3 (a regular orbit),
but its Lyapunov exponents render it as a partially chaotic orbit,
that is D = 4, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 26. On the
other hand, the spectral analysis, besides finding that it is a x–tube
orbit, yielded D = 3. (We recall that only those orbits classified as
regular by their Lyapunov exponents were further classified using
the spectral dynamics. Thus, this orbit appears in the table with D =
4 and not with the D = 3 that the last method would have assigned
to it.) Also, the lower panel of Fig. 26 shows that, although the
value of the SALI does not tend to the numerical zero ('10−16
in our double precision experiments), it does have an enough low
value to allow classifying the orbit as chaotic. Visually inspecting
Fig. 25, it appears to be indeed a regular orbit. However, a closer
inspection reveals a slight dishevelled aspect, which is in general
the signature of a sticky orbit, that is an orbit that is irregular but
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Figure 25. Example orbit in configuration space.
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Figure 26. The three positive Lyapunov exponents and the SALI, as a
function of time, corresponding to the orbit of Fig. 25.
that wanders during a long time close to a regular torus. This result
shows the limitations of the correlation integral to cope with sticky
orbits. On the other hand, sticky orbits may remain confined to a
definite volume of the phase space during large periods of time,
therefore lacking the characteristic diffusion of other chaotic orbits
through phase space that may greatly influence the global dynamics
of an entire stellar system. If the period of stickiness is larger than
the period of interest, the sticky orbit can be considered effectively
regular, as the correlation integral and the spectral dynamics do;
in other circumstances, it should be classified as chaotic, as the
Lyapunov exponents or the SALI do. This analysis enhances the
fact that in order to understand the nature of some difficult orbits
we should combine information from several techniques.
We have examined some other orbits with D = 3 according to
the correlation integral, and with D > 3 according to the Lyapunov
exponents. Most of them followed the same pattern as the last
example; however, in a few cases, the orbits were clearly irregular,
and therefore correctly classified by the Lyapunov exponents; the
SALI classified these orbits as chaotic in all the cases. Orbits with
D = 4 according to one method and D = 5 according to the other
were not analysed, because their true dimensions cannot be asserted
visually nor in other independent ways.
With respect to the regular orbits, a possible source of the dif-
ferences between classifications might be the rounding of the di-
mension obtained with the correlation integral to the nearest in-
teger. We shifted the limit between integers, and found that, for
example, varying the boundary between orbits with D = 2 and
with D = 3 in the interval D ∈ [2.3, 2.7] barely improves the
coincidence with the classification of the spectral dynamics. We
therefore took one D = 2 orbit according to the correlation inte-
gral, but classified D = 3 by the spectral dynamics, and computed
its GALIk indices in order to determine its dimension. We expect
GALIk behave as indicated in the second and third columns of
Table 4 if the orbit moves on a two- or three-dimensional torus,
respectively (Skokos, Bountis & Antonopoulos 2008). The left-
hand panel of Fig. 27 shows the computed values of the GALIk
indices for this orbit; the fourth column of Table 4 reproduces this
result in terms of powers of time. As can be seen, the behaviour is
not what one would expect. A similar analysis using another orbit
for which the correlation integral yielded D = 3 but classified as
D = 2 by the spectral dynamics gave exactly the same behaviour in
its GALIk indices (Fig. 27, right-hand panel). There is the possibil-
ity that one or more of our initial deviation vectors to compute the
indices were tangent to the respective tori. But, even in this case,
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Table 4. Expected and computed behaviours of the GALIk indices.
Expected if D = 2 Expected if D = 3 Computed
GALI2 ∝ t0 t0 t0
GALI3 ∝ t−1 t0 t0
GALI4 ∝ t−2 t−2 t0
GALI5 ∝ t−4 t−4 t−1
GALI6 ∝ t−6 t−6 t−2
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Figure 27. GALIk(t) for the example orbits. From top to bottom in both
panels: GALI2, GALI3, GALI4, GALI5 and GALI6. The straight lines have
slopes −1 and −2.
the expected power laws (Skokos et al. 2007) would not coincide
with those computed. Evidently, this result deserves a deeper study,
but which is beyond the scope of this work.
Therefore, we turn to a visual inspection of some of these or-
bits. Although we found, as was the case with the chaotic orbits,
that there were a few orbits misclassified by the correlation in-
tegral that were correctly classified by the spectral dynamics, we
found that most of them seemed to have the dimension given by the
correlation integral. When examining their Fourier spectra to find
out why the spectral dynamics method assigned these orbits a wrong
dimension, we found that those spectra had close lines, which is the
single most important numerical problem of the spectral dynamics.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have analysed a method to find the dimension of an orbit,
dubbed the correlation integral. This amounts to find out how many
integrals of motion the orbit has. In turn, this last number allows
to classify the orbit as regular or chaotic, and, between these two
categories, whether it is closed or resonant, or whether it is partially
or fully chaotic. The method turns out to be easy to implement,
but it depends on a number of numerical parameters which have
to be chosen with some care in order to obtain good results. We
have analysed the most important parameters, finding the numerical
values that allow the method to be reliable.
The method was applied to orbits integrated in a Sta¨ckel poten-
tial, obtaining that most of them move in a manifold of dimension
three, as expected. However, a few orbits with computed dimensions
below three can be well classified provided that they are integrated
during longer times, as is the case of the computation of chaoticity
by means of Lyapunov exponents. The method was also applied
to a number of other potentials previously studied in the literature,
and compared against other gauges of chaoticity and/or regularity
(Lyapunov exponents, SALI/GALI and spectral dynamics), giving
in general satisfactory results. Detailed analyses of the orbits that
were variously classified by the different methods showed a limita-
tion of the correlation integral, in particular to cope with near closed
orbits, for which D = 1 is obtained instead of the correct D = 2,
and sticky orbits, which are already difficult to cope with for any
algorithm intending to classify them. As said before, these results
expose the need of combining information from several techniques
before a conclusive answer could be given for any particular orbit.
For chaotic orbits, in particular, it was found that the Lyapunov ex-
ponents may not give the true dimension of the manifold on which
the orbit moves. The fact that the exponential divergence may not
be a direct measure of the dimension of the manifold of the tra-
jectory was already proved for maps (see, e.g. Jackson 1991§4.6).
The experiments described here show that this may be true also for
continuous differential equations.
A FORTRAN 77 program that computes the correlation integral is
freely available upon request.
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